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PREFACE
This thesis is intended to fill a gap in studies exploring elephant personality and
behavioral syndromes. It emphasizes analytical tools for identifying trends in behaviors
and the variables that might be responsible for predicting consistent behavioral
differences among individuals. Because of this, the statistical tools involved are the focus
of my thesis work, where as the field methods for collecting these data are not. The data
used were collected in 2004 and 2005 by Christen Merte in partial fulfillment of her
Masters thesis. Despite an emphasis on statistical analysis, I have left the details of some
of my analysis to the appendix in order to keep the flow of the narrative.
I chose to format my thesis on the author guidelines for the journal Animal
Behaviour (http://www.elsevier.com/journals/animal-behaviour/0003-3472/guide-forauthors#35001), though there are some deviations from the guidelines stipulated on their
website. I have written in American English as opposed to British English because
Western Kentucky University (WKU) is located in the United States. My title page and
abstract also follow the WKU Graduate School guidelines for Masters theses as opposed
to Animal Behaviour. Citations, however, follow formatting for the journal. This means
that text citations, at first mention, will include all authors for publications with up to five
authors. Following this, citations with three or more authors will be indicated by the first
author and “et al.” Section subheadings and sub-subheadings in the narrative are both
written in italics.
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Investigators have shown that elephants exhibit consistent individual differences
in behavior by rating elephants using personality adjectives. These adjectives, however,
are not based on pre-defined measurements of the behaviors performed. Instead, they are
based on the observers’ interpretations of an animal’s behavioral patterns, therefore
making them subject to observer bias. Furthermore, elephants have a capacity for
learning; thus, they may alter their behavioral patterns over time. This behavioral
plasticity in itself might be a way of measuring consistent behavioral differences among
individuals. With this in mind, I approached elephant personality as a multivariate
problem. I used behavioral observations collected from female elephants in Addo
Elephant National Park, South Africa. Instead of grouping behaviors into subjective
categories prior to analysis (as is often done in studies of elephant behavior), I
used ordination methods to determine which correlations among behaviors were
important for defining personality. Ordination methods were performed on matrices of
the behavior data set and on subsets of behaviors for each age class. I calculated the
angular differences among major axes of covariation from the ordinations of subsets to
determine if the behaviors that defined personalities differed by age class. I also defined
personalities by centroids (in multidimensional space) for non-metric multidimensional
scaling (NMDS) scores of each individual and dispersion of NMDS scores for each
individual as a measure of behavioral plasticity. I analyzed the effects of plasticity and
age on personality of individual elephants using a non-parametric multivariate analysis of
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variance. Major axes of covariation were not well defined and therefore not useful in
describing differences among groups. The interaction of age and behavioral plasticity did
have a significant effect on the personalities of individuals as defined by ordination
centroid scores. This suggests that incorporating plasticity may be a helpful measurement
in quantifying consistent behavioral differences among individuals.
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INTRODUCTION
Behavioral patterns can vary greatly among individual animals. Some variation in
behavior patterns can be accounted for by differences in habitat and in species, but in
many cases behavioral patterns vary among individuals within the same population or
species. For example, some individuals might be more bold or active in a novel
environment than others or some might behave more aggressively toward conspecifics
than others. These behavioral patterns, like varying levels of boldness or aggressiveness
among individuals, are often referred to as personality (Bell, 2007). Behavioral patterns
that persist across contexts or populations are defined as behavioral syndromes (Wilson et
al., 2010). Many researchers have investigated behavioral syndromes across a wide
variety of taxa (Bell, Hankison, & Laskowski, 2009; Smith & Blumstein, 2008). Most
studies have considered personality in terms of a single variable, such as boldness in
response to a predator.
Published studies investigating behavioral syndromes tend to establish a clear
ecological mechanism for personality variation. For example, in a study on three-spined
stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), Dingemanse et al. (2007) characterized behavioral
syndromes in these fish on the basis of activity in a familiar environment, exploration of a
novel environment, and aggression toward conspecifics. Half of the sticklebacks used in
the experiment were from ponds with piscivorous predators and the other half were from
ponds with no piscivorous predators. Those from ponds with predators exhibited a
consistent behavioral syndrome. For these populations, individuals that exhibited higher
levels of aggression when introduced to an intruder also exhibited higher activity levels
in a familiar environment and higher rates of exploratory behaviors in response to a novel
environment. Individuals from ponds without predators did not exhibit these syndromes.
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Response to novel environments has also been used to determine personality in
avian species. House sparrows (Passer domesticus) temporarily removed from the wild
exhibited behavioral syndromes in which rates of activity positively correlated with rates
of risk taking and exploration of novel foods and other objects (Bókony, Kulcsár, Tóth, &
Liker, 2012). The same birds that had a shorter latency in feeding when offered a novel
food item also had a shorter latency in feeding in the presence of a simulated avian
predator. Boldness and risk-taking behavior were positively correlated with exploratory
personality in these birds, contributing to a behavioral syndrome.
In wild mammals, researchers have characterized behavioral syndromes on the
basis of intraspecific competition. Watts, Blankenship, Dawes, and Holekamp (2010)
examined responses of African spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) to African lions
(Panthera leo) as a tool for investigating individual personality in hyenas. Both
carnivores are prevalent in sub-Saharan Africa and are fierce competitors. Field
researchers in Amboseli National Park, Kenya recorded behavioral observations of
hyenas in response to the presence of lions and to playbacks of lion vocalizations. Risktaking and vigilance behaviors were consistent within individual hyenas but varied
greatly among individuals (Watts et al., 2010). These behavioral trends were independent
of demographics. Neither were males bolder than females nor were females of lower rank
more vigilant than those of higher rank, meaning that personality can be dependent on the
individual and independent of sex and social rank.
In bighorn ewes (Ovis canadensis), boldness as a behavioral syndrome was not
influenced by age, reproductive status, or weight but was instead positively correlated
with age of first reproduction (Réale, Gallant, Leblanc, & Festa-Bianchet, 2000). Traphappy ewes were considered bolder in personality and individuals that entered traps more
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frequently also reproduced at earlier ages. These behavioral trends were consistent over
time; individuals that frequented traps more often than others continued to exhibit high
trapping frequencies—ewes did not learn to avoid traps. Though one might expect
individuals to exhibit flexible behavior over time (such as individual ewes visiting traps
less frequently as they learn to avoid them over time), a large number of these personality
characteristics are repeatable across contexts (Dingemanse, Kazem, Réale, & Wright,
2010) and consistent across generations, demonstrating that they are heritable
(Dingemanse, Both, Drent, van Oers, & van Noordwijk, 2002; Réale, Martin, Coltman,
Poissant, & Festa-Bianchet, 2009).
Factors contributing to personality can differ based on genetic and environmental
influences. In a study investigating personality in urban and rural house sparrows,
individuals taken from urban, but not rural, environments exhibited personalities in which
food neophobia was an important factor (Bókony et al., 2012). Rates of aggression and
exploratory behaviors in sticklebacks were not correlated in stickleback taken from ponds
absent of piscivorous predators (Dingemanse et al., 2007). In these cases urbanization
and predation can be considered selective factors influencing the development of
behavioral trends, and therefore personality, over time. However, these studies do not
address factors that influence personality differences among individuals in the same
population. As studies discussed above illustrate, behavioral patterns are not uniform
among all individuals within a population.
Life history trade-offs can create variation in behavioral syndromes among
individuals (Wolf, van Doorn, Leimer, & Weissing, 2007). Bighorn rams, for example
exhibited differing personalities based on boldness and docility (Réale et al., 2009). Bold
rams were those that entered traps more frequently. Individuals characterized as bold
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were more likely to reproduce early but die younger than shy individuals. Both bold and
shy individuals suffered fitness consequences based on their behavioral patterns, leading
to diversity in behavioral syndromes within a population.
Although life history trade-offs often lead to variations in personality within a
population, individuals exhibiting behavioral plasticity (i.e. individuals with the ability to
change their behavioral patterns) might have higher fitness in a changing environment
(Dingemanse et al., 2010). Individuals may exhibit more behavioral plasticity if parents
can influence personality phenotypes in their offspring beyond innate behavioral
responses (Reddon, 2012). Animals with greater opportunity for social learning should be
more likely to exhibit behavioral plasticity and, therefore, be less likely to exhibit
repeatable and consistent personalities across time and contexts.
Most traditional methods of investigating personality use unidimensional assays
of a single behavior as indicators of personality, such as trap-happiness as a measurement
of bold personality (Réale et al., 2000). However, behavioral differences among
individuals are not necessarily consistent (Beckman & Biro, 2013). When tested in home
tanks and novel environments damselfish were inconsistent in their latency to emerge
from safety after a disturbance (Beckman & Biro 2013). The differences between
individuals changed based on the environment. This suggests that unidimensional assays
of personality traits may not always be reliable in assessing predictable personality
patterns, especially in species exhibiting behavioral plasticity.
My research takes a novel approach to investigating personality, looking at a
species with a high potential for social learning, the African elephant (Loxodonta
africana) (van Shaik & Burkart, 2011). Merte (2006) collected over 150 hours of
observations on 155 female African elephants from six different kinship groups as part of
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a long-term study directed by Dr. Bruce A. Schulte on chemosensory responses in this
population. Her research focused on the frequency of chemosensory responses in
different age groups, so behaviors measured emphasized chemosensory events. Her
analyisis used repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine differences
among age groups and found no significant differences among age classes in female
elephants. Although Merte considered the overall difference in the rates of chemosensory
responses among groups, I used her large data set to investigate novel multivariate
methods for measuring consistent behavioral differences among individuals across age
and kinship groups.
Instead of considering all chemotactile behaviors (Merte, 2006) as one group of
behaviors, I considered all event and state behaviors individually in a multivariate
analysis. If single variable assays based on single behaviors or grouped behaviors are not
appropriate for defining personality, perhaps personality can be defined by the amount of
behavioral plasticity exhibited by an individual. With this in mind, I pursued answers to
two questions considering novel approaches to explaining behavioral differences between
individuals and across groups: 1) Can I describe personality in a way that includes
individual personality and behavioral plasticity as described above, and will this allow
me to make better inferences about the factors contributing to differences among
individuals? 2) Can I describe personality as an axis of behavioral covariation, which can
be compared among groups? I defined personality as the relationship between behaviors
for each behavior observation (in a multivariate space). An individual’s personality then
becomes the (multivariate) mean of all of these personality measurements taken for the
individual. I defined the individual’s behavioral plasticity as the dispersion of personality
measurements around the mean. Such an approach might elucidate behavioral differences
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between groups that other methods might not and allow one to consider an animal’s
personality as a measure of differences in behavioral plasticity.

METHODS
Data Collection
Behavioral observations were conducted daily, as elephants were visible, by Merte
(2006) in Addo Elephant National Park, South Africa, from May 2004 to May 2005
during daylight hours. For each observation, the observer selected an individual female
elephant within a breeding herd and used continuous focal recording to document
elephant behavior. Recorded behaviors included state behaviors to describe activity
budgets and event behaviors focused on contact and chemosensory responses (Table 1).
The observer recorded behavior for up to twenty minutes or until the focal individual was
no longer visible. Relatedness among females was known to a certain extent based on
maternity, though paternity was not known for any individuals in the study. Matriarchy, if
applicable, herd size, and age were known for each individual observed. Each elephant in
the data set belonged to one of six different kinship groups (designated as kinship groups
A, B, H, L, P, and R). Though each kinship group may contain several smaller groups of
related females, each with its own matriarch, they all fall under a grand matriarch in one
of these families. Elephants observed ranged in age from first-year calves to 55-year old
cows, and each individual was assigned to a specific age class category for analyses
determining differences among age groups. Age classes were defined by life stage
transitions of elephants (Merte, 2006). Calves (0-4 years) were individuals still dependent
on their mothers; juveniles (5-9 years) were weaning; adolescents (10-19 years) were
individuals who had begun to reproduce; adults (20+ years) were individuals who had
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typically produced more than one offspring. Overall, 788 total focal observations were
conducted on 155 female African elephants.

Ordination
Event behaviors were essentially instantaneous behaviors and were recorded at
each occurrence, representing a binary variable. The total frequency of each event
behavior was calculated as the total number of occurrences during an observation period.
State behaviors were measured as a continuous time during which the behavior was
occurring and exactly one (and only one) state must occur for a focal individual at a time.
Each state was measured as duration. To standardize state duration for different lengths
of focal observation a proportion was calculated. I converted all state and event behaviors
into a Jaccard distance matrix. Calculating a Jaccard distance matrix starts with
transforming the original data matrix into binary variables (1/0) (Rajaraman, Leskovec, &
Ullman, 2013). In the original data matrix, rows are individual observation periods and
columns are all event and state behaviors. Transformation of each value indicates
whether an animal did (1) or did not (0) perform each behavior during an observation
period. This allows for each event or state to be given the same emphasis in the analysis
regardless of how often or for how long it occurred. This matrix of binary values is
converted to a (square symmetric) Jaccard distance matrix with cells equal to the Jaccard
dissimilarities between individual observation periods (see Appendix A).
I performed non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) on a 788 by 788 Jaccard
distance matrix, resulting from the behavior data matrix. Like other ordination methods
NMDS finds a solution for projecting multivariate data in few dimensions. I chose to use
NMDS in analyzing my data set, though any ordination method could be used. NMDS
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has properties that make it ideal for low dimensional representations of high dimensional
spaces (see Appendix B). It is essentially a type of data transformation that allows the
differences between individual behavior observations to be represented in a continuous
data space (unlike the Jaccard matrix). The transformed data matrix is then congruent
with Euclidean geometry, as would be necessary for multivariate analysis of the data
space in my analysis. Because of this, the resulting matrix of NMDS scores for each focal
observation became the data matrix used in the analyses outlined below. Initial NMDS
procedures indicated that the all inter-observation variation could be captured in 25
NMDS dimensions (Kruskal, 1964). I performed all analyses using R for statistical
computing, version 2.15.1 (R Core Team, 2012) with the vegan library (Oksanen et al.,
2013).

Measuring personality in terms of behavioral plasticity
In order to investigate if elephants exhibited individual personalities, I measured
the ratio of within-individual behavioral variance to between-individual variance, using
the equation:
!=

!
!!
!!! − !!!

!
where !!
= within-individual multivariate variance, and !!! = total multivariate variance,

measured in the 25-dimensional NMDS space. (Multivariate variance is the sum of all
variable variances; in this case it is the variance of scores for all 25 dimensions). An
effect (E) value less than one indicates that among-individual behavior differences are
greater than within-individual differences; an E of greater than one means that within-
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individual behavior differences are greater than between-individual differences. The
higher the E-value, the more plastic individuals are in the behavioral patterns they exhibit.
To determine if the observed E-value was significantly different from an expected
value of one under the null hypothesis that within-individual and among-indiviudal
behavior differences are the same, I used a non-parametric multivariate analysis of
variance (NP-MANOVA) based on an empirically derived distribution of E-values. I
utilized a non-parametric analysis because it is relaxed of the strict assumptions
associated with parametric tests (Adams & Anthony, 1996). This method allows for
analysis of data with non-normally distributed error, unequal variances among groups,
and non-independent observations (Anderson, 2001). As an example, some individuals in
this dataset are more closely related than others, meaning they might exhibit behaviors
more similar to those of their kin, violating the assumption of independent observations
in a parametric MANOVA.
First, I randomly assigned row vectors of the behavior matrix to elephants for 999
permutations. I then calculated E-values for each of these permutations. I calculated pvalues by dividing the rank of the observed value by the number of permutations (999
random plus the one observed). I considered results to be significant if the observed value
lead to a p-value of less than a type I error rate (alpha) of 0.05.
I determined a mean personality score for each individual female elephant by
finding the centroid of all NMDS dimensions for each elephant (Figure 1). Only
elephants that were observed three or more times were included in this part of the
analysis, leaving a dataset of 101 individual elephants (716 focal observations). I
conducted NMDS analysis on this smaller dataset of elephant behaviors (a 716 by 716
distance matrix). I then created a 101 by 25 matrix of individual means (centroids).
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To represent each individual’s behavioral plasticity, I measured the dispersion of
ordination points for each individual using mean distance to centroid (MDC, i.e., the
mean of the differences of NMDS scores for single behavioral observations from the
mean of these NMDS scores for an individual) (Figure 1). Multiple dispersion statistics
exist with different properties, but mean distance to centroid is beneficial when
measuring dispersion based on inconsistent numbers of observations (Layman, Arrington,
Montaña, & Post, 2007; Turner, Collyer, & Krabbenhoft, 2010). Individuals exhibiting
high behavioral plasticity are characterized by high dispersion values. To this end, I
compared a null model (individual behavior centroids as a function of only the overall
mean) to a model that described the effect of plasticity on personality score centroids. As
described above, I measured the effect of adding a dispersion measure to the null model
based on the R2 test statistic (described below). I then determined the significance of the
R2-value using the same non-parametric NP-MANOVA procedure described above.
To look at the effect of age on individual personality means, I first compared a
reduced linear model, showing the effect of plasticity on personality means, to a fuller
linear model showing the effect of an interaction between plasticity and age. I then
compared a linear model showing the effect of age alone on personality means (the fuller
model in this comparison) to the null model (the reduced model). I compared each fuller
model (with an additional independent variable) to the reduced model (without the
additional independent variable) and tested if the additional variable was significant
based on the reduction of error. I tested the significance for each model factor using the
resampling NP-MANOVA procedure described above. In this case I used a
transformation of the E-value described above to determine the residual effect (R2) of
adding each independent variable (plasticity and age) to the personality model.
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Resampling	
  procedures	
  involved	
  finding	
  R2-‐values	
  based	
  on	
  comparing	
  residuals	
  of	
  
the	
  linear	
  models,	
  using	
  the	
  following	
  formula:
!! =

(!!". !"#$%"# − !!". !"##)
!!"

in which SSE.reduced and SSE.full are the sums of squares—calculated as the trace of
the sums of squares and cross-products matrices—of the reduced and fuller linear models,
respectfully. SSY is the sums of squares of the null model. A larger R2 value indicates
that adding the new factor to the model decreases the error explained by the reduced
model, suggesting that the new factor is important in determining an individual’s
personality.
To determine if each fuller model was an improvement over the reduced model I
compared the observed R2-values to distributions of R2-values calculated using “pseudorandom” values of the reduced model, generated with a residual randomization method as
described by Collyer and Adams (2007). This method preserves the effect of the reduced
model while only randomizing the vectors of residuals from the reduced model rather
than the vectors of observations. Pseudorandom values are vectors of predicted values
from the reduced model plus the randomized residual values. By doing this, the
significance of effects is not confounded with other effects. For example, I am able to
assess the effect of the interaction of plasticity and age while already knowing the effect
of age and without confounding the effects of age in my evaluation of the effect of the
interaction. I determined significance of the observed R2-values by a p-value, which was
calculated dividing the rank of the observed R2-value by the number of permutations (999
random plus the one observed) as I had for the NP-MANOVA procedure above.
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Comparing personality axes for different groups
In order to assess if personality is determined by different behaviors for each age
class, I performed NMDS on data subsets for each age class (calf, juvenile, adolescent,
adult). Behaviors that were invariant within any age group were discarded (e.g. “nurse”,
“suckle”, “climb on”, which are only exhibited by certain age groups), and the analysis
was run again, using only those that varied for every age class. NMDS yields personality
(ordination) scores for each behavior observation. NMDS also produces vectors that
indicate the importance of each behavior in determining the spread of personality scores
in the data space (see Appendix B). These vectors contain values that are weighted
averages of behavior correlations from NMDS ordination scores. The first vector of these
NMDS behavior correlations gave me orientations for each personality vector by age
group. I then calculated the angular differences among major axes for each age class. To
determine the statistical significance of the angles, I created random distributions of
angles between group NMDS vectors. First, I randomly assigned row vectors of the
behavior matrix to elephants for 999 permutations. I then re-estimated NMDS vectors for
each age class and calculated angles between them for each of these permutations. I
calculated p-values by dividing the rank of the observed angles by the number of
permutations (999 random plus the one observed). I considered resulting angles to be
significant if observed angles led to p-values of less than a type I error rate (alpha) of
0.05.
In order to determine if personality is defined differently among kinship groups, I
followed a procedure almost identical to that described in the previous paragraph. I began
by dividing the full original behavior matrix into subsets by kinship group. I then ran
NMDS analyses on the resulting six behavior matrices, using the first NMDS vectors for
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each kinship group as its personality trajectory. Following the same permutation method,
I compared angles between NMDS trajectories for each kinship group to determine if
these personality vectors were consistent among kinship groups.
Under the null hypothesis, angles are equal to 0° (Collyer & Adams, 2007),
indicating that the behavioral trends defining personality in individuals remains
consistent between age classes and kinship groups. Angles significantly greater that 0°
suggest that personality is defined differently for each age class or kinship group.

RESULTS
Measuring personality in terms of behavioral plasticity
The test statistic for the effect of within-individual variance (E) illustrates that
individual elephants do exhibit some plasticity in their behavior, accounting for 85% of
that accounted for by between-individual variance. However, individual plasticity was
significantly smaller than behavioral differences measured between individual elephants
(Figure 2). This indicates that, although behavioral plasticity may be an important
additional factor determining differences among individuals, elephants maintain
consistent differences (behavioral syndromes) among conspecifics regardless of the
levels of plasticity.
Personality, measured by mean NMDS scores for individual female elephants
(centroids), was a function of plasticity, as measured by mean distance to centroid (R2 =
0.046, p = 0.002) (Figure 3). Individuals with centroids that reflect more negative means
for first and second NMDS vectors tend to perform the “trunk to eye” behavior more
often than those with more positive NMDS centroid scores, which tend to exhibit the
“climb on” behavior more often (Table 2). Individuals that perform “trunk to eye”
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frequently exhibit less behavioral plasticity, whereas those that perform “climb on”
frequently exhibit more behavioral plasticity.
Behaviors associated with younger individuals (e.g., “climb on”, “suckle”, “push
out of mud hole”) have very high weighted means (Table 1), indicating that age may be a
significant factor determining personality centroid scores. This is supported by the NPMANOVA results of the linear models. NP-MANOVA of the linear models of NMDS
score centroids for individuals revealed that the effect of age on NMDS score centroids
was significant (R2 = 0.047, p = 0.001). Younger animals are more likely to be associated
with positive first vector NMDS scores, meaning they are more likely to exhibit “place”
and “climb on” behaviors. The biological significance of this linear model may be limited,
however, as it also indicates that younger individuals may be more likely to exhibit
“nurse” and “drink”, the former of which is only performed by older individuals. The
effect of the interaction of age and plasticity on personality is also significant (R2 = 0.06,
p = 0.008) and accounts for a greater amount of variance among NMDS means than the
effect of age alone. The interaction also exhibits a positive correlation with personality,
whereas the effect of age alone on personality is negative (Figure 4). So younger
individuals that exhibit lower plasticity are more likely to exhibit “trunk to eye” and
“trunk on head” behaviors.

Comparing personality axes for different groups
Permutation procedures revealed that the directions of the first NMDS
trajectories for calves and adolescents differed significantly. The first vectors of weighted
averages of behavior correlations from NMDS ordination scores from the full behavior
matrix for all groups showed “dig”, “laying down”, and “trunk to eye” to be the most
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heavily weighted behaviors (Table 2). The most heavily weighted behaviors did not
remain consistent across age groups (Table 3). The angle found between calf and
adolescent trajectories was significant (Figure 6). However, trajectories did not differ
between any other age group pairs from what would be expected given a random
distribution of angles. NMDS trajectories for different kinship groups also did not differ
significantly from one another (Figure 7), though behavior correlation values were not
consistent across kinship groups (Table 4). These inconsistencies for weighted averages
and the large standard errors for angles between age and kinship groups indicate that
there does not seem to be a clear axis to describe personality in these groups.

DISCUSSION
I used primary NMDS weighted mean correlation vectors as personality
trajectories for the female population of elephants observed. These vectors are the
behavior rubrics by which individual personality differences might be defined. Results
revealed statistically signifcicant differences between some kinship groups (adolescents
and calves) but not all. It is logical that adolescents and calves might exhibit personalities
differently from one another, though not different from adults, as is indicated in the
results. The angle between calf and juvenile trajectories was approaching significance.
Adolescents and juveniles do participate in allomothering, in which they look after
related calves that are not their own (Lee, 1987). However, calves spend a majority of
their time following their mothers, essentially paralleling their mother’s behavior.
Therefore, calves would predictably exhibit behavioral differences in the same manner as
their adult mothers. In some ways adolescent is an arbitrary group designation. Though
adults are older than adolescents, adolescent and adult females are both reproductively
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mature. So the differences in personality trajectories between calves and other groups
also may be reflecting a difference between individuals with calves and those without
them. Further investigation might uncover significant differences in the orientations of
adolescent females who have birthed one calf and nulliparous adolescent females (those
without their own calves).
Standard errors of angles between NMDS trajectories for different age and
kinship groups indicate that behaviors are not well defined by NMDS vectors. Most
angles between age and kinship group vectors did not reveal statistically significant
values even though most angles were greater than 45°. This indicates that the NMDS
vectors themselves are not necessarily helpful in defining differences among individuals
in different groups.
Personalities in animals are often defined along a one-dimensional assay, based
on an agglomeration of related behaviors. Such methods have been used to consider an
individual’s willingness to enter a trap (Réale et al., 2000), time spent in a dangerous
environment (Dammhahn & Almeling, 2012), latency before entering a novel
environment (Dingemanse et al., 2002; Dingemanse et al., 2007) or reaction to a predator
(Watts et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2010). However, under circumstances where behavioral
plasticity is prevalent, traditional methods may not be reliable indicators of personality
because the behavioral differences among individuals might not remain consistent across
time or contexts (Beckman & Biro, 2013), but the agglomeration of different behaviors
might suggest consistency in behavior. Reliable personality definitions should reflect
ecologically relevant trade-offs in the animal’s environment. So relying on single
behavior definitions of personality is not necessarily relevant.
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Studies that use multiple behaviors to determine personality may be more
ecologically relevant (Garamzegi, Markó, & Herczeg, 2013). However, such studies
often reduce behavior matrices down to unidimensional assays based on arbitrary
definitions of ordination vectors. As an example, I might have chosen to define
personality in elephants by the behaviors with the highest weighted means in the first
NMDS trajectory (Table 2). In this case “dig”, “laying down”, and “trunk to eye”
behaviors have the highest weighted means in the first NMDS vector, so I might define
this as my “exploratory” personality vector. The behaviors deemed to be most important
are somewhat arbitrary, however. I might decide that the behavior “dig”, with a weighted
average of -1.016, was important in defining the vectore whereas “drink”, with a
weighted average of 0.717, was not. There is no predetermined test for deciding which
values are considered statistically significant in defining personalities. I would consider
that individuals with highly positive first NMDS vector scores are less exploratory than
those with very negative scores and make inferences as to what variables (e.g., age,
kinship group, group size, etc.) might make individuals more or less exploratory. Under
these circumstances, however, in which weighted averages do not clearly distinguish
certain behaviors as being more important, such analytical methods may be inappropriate.
Although behavior in African and Asian elephants has been widely studied,
personality studies on these species have so far been restricted to those attaching
personality adjectives to individual elephants based on personal interpretations of
behaviors (for studies documenting elephant personality refer to Lee & Moss, 2012;
Grand, Kuhar, Leighty, Bettinger, & Laudenslager, 2012; Yasui et al., 2012).
Combinations of these adjectives are then analyzed by descriptively interpreting
ordination vectors. This can lead to great personal biases because it excludes objective
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sampling measures in determining personality. These methods are also limited in
recognizing variations among individuals across different contexts.
Results from my analysis on elephant behaviors further suggest that ordination
vector loadings should not be exclusively relied upon when trying to characterize animal
personalities. The largest values of NMDS weighted means for behaviors were not the
same across age or kinship groups (Tables 3 & 4). However, trajectory analyses did not
reflect that there were large differences in the orientations of the trajectories for each age
and kinship group (Figures 6 & 7). As I observed with my analyses, large angular
differences in the orientation of trajectories are not necessarily significant, bringing into
question whether the orientations are indicative of meaningful correlations. The angle
between two sets of random data with no variable correlations might be large and
arbitrarily indicate—via the coefficients of weighted means—that certain variable
correlations are important. This is an artifact of ordination. If such large angles are not
significant, when tested, it suggests that ordination scores may not be as valuable in
assessing personality as the overall ordination trajectory itself.
Though I did not observe consistent significant differences between NMDS
trajectories, NMDS scores did reveal some information regarding personality in elephants.
Despite within-individual differences, the female elephants in this analysis do exhibit
significant between-individual NMDS scores (personalities). However, an individual’s
mean personality score was dependent on its plasticity (dispersion of NMDS scores for
individuals in the data space), meaning that an individual’s personality might be defined
by a combination of typical behaviors and behavioral plasticity. Investigating age as a
continuous variable (as opposed to categorical, as in the trajectory analysis) revealed that
the personalities individuals exhibit may change as the animal ages because mean
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personality scores for individuals were dependent on the individual’s age. This
association was not as strong as that between personality and behavioral plasticity, which
validates plasticity as measurement of individual personality. The best linear model
defining personality was that based on the interaction of plasticity and age. This indicates
that as individuals age, those with high plasticity change their behavior differently from
those that exhibit less plasticity. A young individual exhibiting less plastic behavior tends
to spend much of its day “digging” (-1.016) and little time “lying down” (1.284). An
older, highly plastic individual would do the opposite. It is important to remember that
individuals spending lots of time “lying down” also tend to exhibit more behavioral
plasticity. Therefore, these individuals may also spend lots of time performing behaviors
that produce high and low NMDS scores, while those individuals exhibiting less
plasticity will tend to only display behaviors with low NMDS scores.
In a changing environment, behavioral plasticity is a favorable trait, allowing an
individual to react quickly to its environment. Therefore, it is logical that elephants might
have evolved to exhibit flexibility in behavioral patterns. This brings up new questions. If
it were favorable to exhibit plasticity, why would some elephants exhibit less plasticity
than others? There may be fitness trade-offs to exhibiting high behavioral plasticity. In a
species such as an elephant that relies heavily on its social relationships, it may be
damaging to be less predictable (Sih & Bell, 2008). There also may be trade-offs
depending on elephant demographics. Social structure is different for males and females
in African elephants (Schulte, 2000). Their investments in various social aspects may
differ, and their trade-offs, as related to personalities and the amount of behavioral
plasticity exhibited, may reflect these differences. Further insights into personality and
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behavioral syndromes in elephants should involve males in order to better assess the
social factors influencing personality traits among individuals.
While future research should consider these factors, the benefits of the analytical
procedures used above should not be ignored, most notably the use of behavioral
plasticity measures in defining behavioral differences among individuals. Other authors
have considered the effects of behavioral plasticity on personality and behavioral
syndromes (such as Briffa, Rundle, & Fryer, 2008; Dammhahn & Almeling, 2012;
Dingemanse et al., 2010). However, it is often the limitations on plasticity of behaviors
that are used to enforce the validity of consistent behavioral differences among
individuals (personality). My analysis presents a perspective that plasticity itself can be
used to define consistent behavioral differences among individuals in a population. I
considered an elephant’s personality to be the average of ordination (NMDS) scores
produced from the behaviors it exhibits during multiple observation periods. The
animal’s behavioral plasticity is then measured as the dispersion (MDC in this case) of
these ordination scores. This may be an effective way of defining personalities that can
utilize a large matrix of diverse behaviors.
Yasui et al. (2012) argued for the necessity of a multivariate approach to assessing
personality in elephants, based on objective behavioral observations. The analyses I used
to define personality help fulfill this need. Personalities in this case are defined by a
broader scope of behaviors, providing a definition of personality that better reflects the
behaviors exhibited by elephants. This is important when trying to develop analyses of
personality that hold ecological and evolutionary relevance.
Understanding the intricacies of behavior in this way is also required to develop
better management protocols that meet the needs of individual elephants with varying
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personalities (Yasui et al., 2012). Being able to define personality in elephants more
realistically will be helpful in alleviating human-wildlife conflict. The more holistic
approach to assessing personality supports behavioral plasticity as a measurement of
personality in individual elephants. Knowing which individuals in a population may be
more prone to risky behaviors, or which are more risky for humans because of their
unpredictability, can be helpful to managers taking steps to alleviate conflict.

IMPLICATIONS
This unique perspective allowed me to assess personality without limiting myself
to behavioral differences based on personality categories. Though certain behaviors may
have the highest first NMDS vector correlation scores, they may not fit into an obvious
“personality trait” such as “bold” or “inquisitive,” nor are these the only behaviors
contributing to differences between individuals. These methods also allow the
investigation of personality based on a larger matrix of behaviors observed on wild
animals under un-manipulated conditions.
Such analyses on behavioral trends in elephants not only benefit future
investigations of animal personality, but also benefit elephant management efforts.
Understanding elephant behavioral patterns can have implications for managing
elephants both in wild settings (where human-elephant conflict exists) (De Boer &
Baquette, 1998) and captive settings, where managers might benefit from being able to
predict elephant behavior.
Human-elephant conflict (HEC) is a major hurdle in wildlife conservation efforts.
Socio-economic factors affect the way people surrounding conservation areas perceive
elephants and conservation efforts, whether positive or negative (Naughton-Treves &
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Treves, 2005). Ecotourism industries and others that involve locals in conservation
management can contribute to positive views of elephants (and native wildlife in general)
in some communities, however economic loss due to wildlife contributes to negative
views of conservation (De Boer & Baquette, 1998; Hill, 1997; Infield, 1988; NaughtonTreves, 1997). Whether accurate or exaggerated, the perceived threats of elephants to
people and crops can greatly aggravate human-elephant conflict.
Perceived risk can be as obstructive in alleviating human-elephant conflict as
actual economic losses of. Although elephants do not account for the largest amount of
damage in crop-raiding events, each single crop-raiding event can be catastrophic to
small subsistence farmers (Karimi, 2009; Naughton-Treves, 1997). Losses such as these,
though rare, will influence communities’ views of wildlife pests. Individuals that have
experienced crop-raiding or other economic losses in communities surrounding
conservation areas are less likely to support conservation efforts (De Boer & Baquette,
1998). As human development expands, wildlife populations become more dependent on
these human resources as primary food sources (Brennan, Else, & Altmann, 1985).
Reducing HEC will require decreasing the level of negative encounters with elephants,
and specifically diminishing the economic loss due to wildlife. Further studying
behavioral patterns in elephants will contribute to a greater understanding of the
mechanisms that lead to crop-raiding in elephants and therefor lead to better solutions in
alleviating HEC.
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Figure 1. Personality scores for elephant behavioral observations. Small circles on the
plot represent NMDS (personality) scores for each behavioral observation in the analysis.
Solid circles are highlighting personality scores for a single individual (the individual
identified as MEG in this example) in the analysis. MEG’s individual personality score is
indicated by the larger solid circle, representing the centroid of all personality scores for
this individual. MEG’s behavioral plasticity is defined by the dispersion of all the smaller
solid circles to the centroid circle (measured as the mean distance to centroid).
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Figure 2. Within-individual variation vs. between-individual variation. The effect value
(E) is a ratio of the within-individual variance in behaviors expressed in relation to the
between-individual variance in behaviors. Behaviors in this case are represented by
NMDS scores. The frequency distribution was generated by empirically derived E-values
from 999 random permutations plus the one observed permutation of the behavior matrix.
The arrow indicates the observed E-value (E = 0.85, P = 0.001).
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Figure 3. Relationship between behavioral plasticity and personality shown as a plane.
Circles represent centroids of NMDS scores (personality scores) for individual elephants.
The height of the plane at any point is related to the behavioral plasticity as it relates to
personality in the behavior data space. Each female elephant that was observed during
three or more sessions is represented once in each plot for a total of 101 individuals.
Lines indicate best-fit lines for the linear model (first column vector of centroid scores for
individuals as a function of dispersion values for each individual). Dispersion measures
are plotted against the first two vectors of NMDS centroid scores (means) in this case,
though the NP-MANOVA analyses testing the validity of linear models use the full
NMDS centroid matrix.
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Figure 4. Individual personality as a function of behavioral plasticity and age. Each circle
on the plot represents an individual elephant’s centroid NMDS score based on its
measured behaviors. The solid line is the best-fit line for the effect of age alone on
personality; the dashed line represents the effect of plasticity (measured as MDC) on
individual personality; the dotted line represents the effect of the interaction of age and
plasticity.
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Figure 5. NMDS scores and trajectories by age group. Points on the plot represent NMDS
(personality) scores for each female elephant in the analysis. Lines represent age group
trajectories for the first vector of weighted means of behavior correlations to NMDS
scores (Table 4). Calves are represented by squares () and the solid line; juveniles are
circles () and the dashed line; adolescents are the triangles () and the dotted line;
adults are each represented by an X () and a dotdash line.
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Figure 6. Empirically derived density distributions of acute angles (in degrees) between
trajectories of different age classes (angles are provided with ± standard error): a) calves
vs. juveniles (∠ = 77.2 ± 9.7, P = 0.090), b) calves vs. adolescents (∠ = 83.4 ± 9.8, P =
0.032), c) calves vs. adults (∠ = 65.0 ± 9.4, P = 0.383), d) juveniles vs. adolescents (∠ =
68.0 ± 9.8, P = 0.332), e) juveniles vs. adults (∠ = 54.2 ± 9.2, P = 0.786), f) adolescents
vs. adults (∠ = 73.5 ± 9.3, P = 0.119). Units on the x-axes represent angles in degrees.
Units on the y-axes indicate the density of the curve. Arrows indicate observed angles.
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Figure 7. Randomly derived distribution of acute angles (in degrees) between trajectories
of different kinship groups (angles are provided with ± standard error): a) A vs. B (∠ =
47.8 ± 10.5, p = 0.830), b) A vs. H (∠ = 71.9 ± 11.6, p = 0.265), c) A vs. L (∠ = 39.4 ±
11.2, p = 0.985), d) A vs. P (∠ = 62.5 ± 9.9, p = 0.193), e) A vs. R (∠ = 83.9 ± 11.0, p =
0.016, f) B vs. H (∠ = 70.3 ± 11.2, p = 0.372), g) B vs. L (∠ = 48.3 ± 11.5, p = 0.915), h)
B vs. P (∠ = 55.6 ± 10.4, p = 0.507), i) B vs. R (∠ = 79.7 ± 11.5, p = 0.067), j) H vs. L
(∠ = 80.4 ± 11.8, p = 0.180), k) H vs. P (∠ = 65.7 ± 11.4, p = 0.396), l) H vs. R (∠ =
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65.3 ± 12.1, p = 0.529), m) L vs. P (∠ = 54.4 ± 10.8, 0.669), n) L vs. R (∠ = 63.6 ± 11.5,
p = 0.548), o) P vs. R (∠ = 77.7 ± 10.3, p = 0.0360). Units on the x-axes represent angles
in degrees. Units on the y-axes indicate the density of the curve. Arrows indicate
observed angles.	
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Table 1. Elephant state and event behaviors recorded by Merte (2006). Behaviors include
state behaviors, recorded through continuous sampling to determine activity budgets as
well as chemosensory, trunk to, and contact event behaviors recorded via instantaneous
sampling. Behavioral descriptions were compiled by Merte (2006).
Behavior
States
Defecate
Dig
Drink
Dust
Eat
Mud
Not visible
Other
Play
Stand
Suckle
Urinate
Walk

Description
Release of feces
Using trunk, foot, or tusk to dig into ground, resulting in substrate
being shifted
Uptake of water into trunk and transferred inside mouth
Using trunk to throw dirt over body
Consuming food, whether gathering with trunk, lifting to mouth or
chewing
Either wallowing in mud or waterhole, or using trunk to spray mud
over body
Elephant has moved out of sight
Other state behavior not explicitly defined
Use of the trunk to manipulate objects or environment, or vigorous but
not aggressive head-to-head sparring and trunk wrestling, mounting,
chasing, and rolling on another
Elephant stays stationary in one location for more than two seconds
Contact with the nipple with less than 30s of time off the nipple
Release of urine
Locomotion where all four legs are moving at a steady pace

Chemosensory
Check
Flehmen

Touch substrate/substance with tip of trunk (either finger)
Tip of trunk touches substrate then placed in the openings in the roof of
the mouth
Genital check
Trunk tip touching genitals of another elephant
Horizontal sniff Sniff occurring from any position ranging from just above ground level
to holding the trunk out level with the mouth
Other
Any other trunk behavior not listed elsewhere
Periscope sniff Sniff occurring from above the level of the mouth
Place
End of trunk is placed flat on a substrate/substance
Sniff
Trunk hovers over substrate/substance without contact
Trunk shake
Distal end of trunk rapidly curled or twisted then released

Behavior
	
  

Description
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Trunk To
Anal
Body
Ears
Feet
Genitals
Head
Legs
Mouth
Nipples
Pinnae
Tail
Temporal gland
Trunk
Tusk
Contact
Back into
Body rub
Climb on
Head butt
Incidental
Kick
Lean
Other
Push
Tail touch
Trunk on back
Trunk on head
Trunk slap
Trunk wrap

	
  

Area under the tail and above perineum
Any part of the elephant not specifically noted elsewhere
External entrance to ear canal
Area from ankle down
Contact to penis or vulva
Forehead, top of head
From hip or shoulder to ankle
Area around and/or inside maxilla and mandible (e.g. lips, jaw, etc.)
Nipple region of mammary gland
External portion of the ear
From the base of the tail to the tip of the hairs
Gland opening behind eyes
From the mouth area to trunk tip
Contact to the visible tusk
Elephant reduces distance between itself and another elephant by
moving backwards and touching the other elephant with hindquarters
Elephant walks past another elephant and side of torso rubs against the
conspecific
Placing the body on top of another elephant which is either standing or
lying down, from any position except directly from the rear
Use of the forehead or base of the trunk to contact another, either headto-head or head-to-body
Contact with another elephant that is not intentional
Elephant lifts leg and uses foot to touch or push another elephant
Elephant places body weight against another elephant
Any contact between two elephants not explicitly listed elsewhere
Elephant uses the body to displace another elephant
Tail is outstretched and touches another elephant
Entire trunk rests on back area for at least 2 seconds
Entire trunk rests on superior region of head for at least 2 seconds
Use of the trunk to sharply contact the body or head of another
elephant
Trunks are intertwined, often combined with pulling or pushing
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Table 2. Weighted averages of female elephant behaviors for first two NMDS ordination
vectors. Larger values (largest are bolded) indicate behaviors that are weighted more
heavily—they occur more frequently (Figure 5). The NMDS reveals that the “laying
down” behavior is negatively associated with the “dig” and “trunk to eye” behaviors in
the first NMDS vector. “Nurse” and “suckle” are negatively correlated with “climb on” in
the second vector. This indicates that these behaviors are not often performed in
conjunction with each other in the same observation period. Behaviors are listed in the
same order they are presented in Table 1.
NMDS 1
0.257
-1.016
0.717
-0.483
0.242
1.284
0.062
-0.389
-0.596
-0.338
-0.484
0.275
0.279
0.111
-0.047
-0.426
0.574
0.129
0.327
0.487
-0.11
0.111
0.309
-0.172
-0.313
-1.387
-0.526
-0.269
-0.324
-0.27

Defecate
Dig
Drink
Dust
Eat
Laying down
Mud
Playing
Stand
Suckling
Trunk swing
Urinate
Walk
Sniff
Horizontal sniff
Genitals
Place
Check
Genital check
Flehmen
Periscope Sniff
Trunk shake
Trunk to anal
Trunk to body
Trunk to ears
Trunk to eye
Trunk to feet
Trunk to genitals
Trunk to head
Trunk to legs
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NMDS 2
0.549
0.258
-0.474
0.317
0.78
-0.814
0.753
0.229
-0.146
0.201
0.537
-0.175
0.435
0.214
0.074
0.488
-0.319
0.083
-0.11
0.181
0.226
0.137
-0.199
0.069
0.636
0.023
0.042
-0.207
0.025
-0.005

	
  
Trunk to mouth

-0.068
NMDS 1
-0.244
-0.416
0.25
-0.117
-0.498
-0.298
-0.121
0.499
0.074
0.096
0.26
-0.234
0.355
0.153
-0.378
-0.521
-0.393
0.947
-1.172
-0.568

Trunk to nipples
Trunk to pinnae
Trunk to tail
Trunk to trunk
Trunk to tusk
Back into
Body rub
Climb on
Head butt
Incidental
Kick
Lean
Push
Tail touch
Trunk on back
Trunk on head
Trunk wrap
Nurse
Pushed out of mud hole
Suckle
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0.095
NMDS 2
0.005
-0.148
-0.154
-0.235
0.263
-0.36
-0.028
0.928
0.14
0.016
0.05
-0.186
-0.176
-0.206
-0.073
-0.293
-0.008
-1.009
-0.168
-1.175

	
  
Table 3. Weighted averages of female elephant behaviors for first NMDS ordination
vectors for each age group. Values are the results of NMDS analyses based on only
behaviors that are variant between all age groups for female elephants. Larger values
(largest are emboldened) indicate behaviors that account for more variation between data
points. While some heavily weighted behaviors are shared among age groups, the values
for ordination trajectories do not remain consistent among age groups. However, this
does not mean that the orientations of the ordination trajectories (those defining
personality for each age class) are overall different from each other in a statistically
significant way (see Figure 6). Behaviors are listed in the same order they are presented
in Table 1.
Defecate
Drink
Dust
Eat
Mud
Stand
Urinate
Walk
Check
Horizontal sniff
Periscope sniff
Sniff
Trunk shake
Trunk to anal
Trunk to body
Trunk to ears
Trunk to feet
Trunk to genitals
Trunk to head
Trunk to les
Trunk to mouth
Trunk to nipples
Trunk to pinnae
Trunk to trunk
Trunk to tusk

	
  

Calves
-0.77
-0.41
-0.89
-1.82
-0.21
0.66
1.37
-0.46
-0.44
0.03
-0.18
-0.07
-1.72
0.03
0.25
0.34
0.87
0.83
0.60
0.39
-0.02
0.16
0.22
-0.05
0.20
Calves

Juveniles
0.12
0.77
-0.99
0.40
0.36
-0.71
0.74
0.27
0.21
-0.06
-0.11
0.08
0.45
-0.48
-0.23
0.05
-0.23
-1.31
-0.43
-0.36
-0.13
-0.31
-0.65
-0.22
-0.50
Juveniles
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Adolescents
-1.01
-0.87
0.55
0.02
0.00
0.74
-1.00
-0.32
-0.05
0.07
0.45
-0.10
-0.06
-1.50
0.11
0.65
0.07
0.09
0.13
0.02
0.19
0.28
0.79
0.16
1.52
Adolescents

Adults
-0.04
0.75
-0.72
0.89
-0.02
-0.77
-0.31
0.53
0.25
-0.03
-0.06
0.32
-0.09
-0.38
-0.16
-0.25
-1.22
0.12
-0.30
-0.60
-0.07
-0.38
-0.35
-0.28
-1.13
Adults

	
  
Back into
Body rub
Head butt
Incidental
Lean
Push
Tail touch
Trunk on back
Trunk on head
Trunk wrap
	
  

	
  

0.07
0.26
-1.66
0.08
0.58
-0.22
0.06
0.46
0.20
0.34

-0.79
-0.15
-0.64
-0.08
-0.24
0.28
-0.12
-0.73
-0.82
-0.73
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0.66
0.14
-0.29
-0.13
0.19
-0.56
-0.61
0.42
-0.13
-0.59

0.24
-0.07
0.11
0.37
-0.09
0.42
0.04
-0.37
-1.01
-1.07

	
  
Table 4. First vectors of weighted averages of behavior correlations from NMDS
ordination scores by kinship group (A, B, H, L, P, and R). Values are the results of
NMDS analyses based on only behaviors that are variant between all kinship groups for
female elephants. Larger values (largest are emboldened) indicate behaviors that account
for more variation between data. While some heavily weighted behaviors are shared
among kinship groups, the values for ordination trajectories do not remain consistent
among all groups. This does not mean that the orientations of the ordination trajectories
(those defining personality for each kinship group) are different from each other in a
statistically significant way (see Figure 7). Behaviors are listed in the same order they are
presented in Table 1.
Drink
Dust
Eat
Mud
Playing
Stand
Suckling
Walk
Check
Horizontal sniff
Periscope
Sniff
Trunk shake
Trunk to body
Trunk to feet
Trunk to head
Trunk to legs
Trunk to mouth
Trunk to nipples
Trunk to trunk
Back into
Body rub
Head butt
Incidental
	
  

A
0.67
-0.68
0.57
-0.08
-0.36
-0.68
0.78
0.41
0.30
-0.06
-0.19
0.16
0.22
-0.22
-0.38
-0.52
-0.22
-0.06
-0.19
-0.47
-0.07
-0.36
0.27
0.49
A

B
-0.88
1.28
-0.77
-0.49
0.32
0.69
0.31
-0.42
-0.48
0.05
-0.08
-0.14
0.00
0.06
1.47
0.34
0.50
0.17
0.46
0.46
0.80
0.17
1.29
-0.01
B

H
0.24
-0.56
-2.84
-0.59
-0.42
0.45
0.62
-0.27
0.54
0.21
0.11
0.00
-0.22
0.11
0.38
0.13
0.37
0.01
0.08
0.10
0.49
0.19
0.16
0.24
H
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L
-0.79
1.81
-0.64
0.69
1.76
0.77
0.27
-0.37
0.14
0.07
-0.07
-0.23
-0.37
0.55
1.00
0.48
0.61
0.05
0.20
0.48
-0.06
0.20
-0.46
-0.26
L

P
0.72
-0.23
1.02
0.35
-1.03
-0.76
-0.93
0.50
0.28
0.06
-0.09
0.20
-0.44
-0.28
-0.41
-0.26
-0.36
-0.13
-0.43
-0.20
-1.17
-0.01
0.55
0.07
P

R
0.96
-0.54
-0.80
-0.47
-0.61
-0.51
-0.90
-0.04
-0.17
-0.16
-0.03
-0.09
0.63
-0.22
-0.41
-0.42
-0.10
0.01
-0.33
0.41
0.55
-0.06
0.05
0.16
R

	
  
Lean
Push
Tail touch
Trunk on back
Trunk on head

	
  

-0.55
0.26
-0.23
-0.64
-1.58

-0.08
-0.37
-0.06
0.50
1.74

0.20
0.15
0.18
0.36
1.09
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0.54
-0.64
0.35
0.26
1.61

-0.40
0.39
0.44
-0.45
-0.35

0.16
0.76
0.09
-0.38
0.35

	
  
APPENDIX A: JACCARD DISSIMILARITY
Jaccard similarity is defined as the number of items shared by two groups (or
subjects) out of the total number of items (shared and unshared) in both groups
(Rajaraman et al., 2013). A Jaccard distance matrix for the NMDS preserves the relative
differences among data points, providing standardization among all behaviors (states and
events) measured. It uses a binary transformation of the original data matrix, with each
individual either performing a behavior or not. This helps in highlighting dissimilarities
in the data space while preventing certain behaviors that are highly represented in the
data space from being too heavily weighted in the NMDS. Jaccard distance matrix values
(J’) measure the difference between two subjects (focal observations, A and B) and are
found using the following equation:
!′ =     

!!" + !!"
!!" + !!" + !!!

in which J´ ranges between 0 and 1. If J´ is 0, the two subjects have no dissimilarity; 1
means the two subjects are completely dissimilar. M values in the equation refer to
attributes (behaviors) for two observations, (A and B) in which: M11 = the total number
of behaviors where A and B have a value of 1; M01 = the total number of behaviors where
A is 0 and B is 1; M10 = the total number of behaviors where A is 1 and B is 0. In the case
of a Jaccard distance matrix, the associations between one focal observation and itself
would have a value of 0; thus, the diagonal values of the matrix would all equal 0. Unlike
some other commonly used dissimilarity matrices on a 0-1 scale (such as the Bray-Curtis),
the Jaccard matrix is still a true distance metric (like Euclidean distance). This means the
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Jaccard distance coefficient (J´) abides by the following properties, for comparing two
obervations, a and b (Legendre & Legendre, 1998):
1) minimum 0: if a = b, then J´(a, b) = 0;
2) positiveness: if a ≠ b, then J´(a, b) > 0;
3) symmetry: J’(a, b) = J´(b, a);
4) triangle inequality: J´(a, b) + J´(b, c) ≥ J´(a, c).
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APPENDIX B: ORDINATION
An ordination method is an exploratory analysis that provides a lower
dimensional representation of a higher dimensional data space. There are multiple
ordination methods that can be used to accomplish this dimension reduction, though I
chose to use non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) in my thesis. This appendix
outlines the alternative ordination methods I could have chosen, describes each one, and
explains why I chose the method that I did.
The most common ordination method used is principal components analysis
(PCA) (Abdi & Williams, 2010). It is meant to compress the number of dimensions of the
data set by keeping only the important factors and, ideally, explains the variation of a
multidimensional data set in only a few dimensions (defined as principal components,
PCs) (Abdi & Williams, 2010; Manly, 1994). Principal components are found by
performing an eigenanalysis on a correlation or covariance matrix of the variables from
the original data matrix.
If PCA is performed using a covariance matrix, the covariance matrix is
calculated by first mean-centering the original subjects-by-variables data matrix (in this
case focal observations by elephant behaviors). This mean-centered matrix (X) is then
transposed and multiplied by itself (XTX). Each value in this matrix is divided by the
sample size (n) minus 1, giving a matrix of the covariances of elephant behaviors. The
diagonal values of the covariance matrix are the variances for each behavior. If PCA is
performed using a correlation matrix, the values in the covariance matrix are
“standardized” (divided by their standard deviations) so that the resulting standard
deviations of each behavior are equal to one (1). PCA then involves performing an
eigenanalysis, using a singular value decomposition (SVD), on the correlation or
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covariance matrix (Legendre & Legendre, 1998), in which the correlation or covariance
matrix (C) is represented as,
C = EΛEt
SVD on the square symmetric covariance matrix reveals two identical matrices of
eigenvectors (E) and an additional diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (Λ). The eigenvectors
are the principal components (PC); each is a linear combination of the original variables.
The eigenvalues correspond to the amount of variation that each PC accounts for in the
data space. (The trace of Λ is equal to the trace of the covariance or correlation matrix.)
Ideally, the first few components account for a high percentage of variation in the
original space.
PCA is an orthogonal method for exploratory analysis. This means that PCs are
not correlated with one another; they are always perpendicular to each other in
multidimensional space. It is essentially a transformation of the original data matrix that
produces a rigid rotation of the data space. This means the Euclidean distances between
subjects in the original data space are preserved in the transformed (PC) data space.
Using a correlation matrix is preferred over a covariance matrix in PCA when
variables in the data matrix are not on the same scale (Abdi & Williams, 2010). This is
the case when looking at state and event behaviors that are typically measured as
proportions of time and rates, respectively. It is also useful for cases in which certain
variables are much more highly represented in the data matrix. Such variables may have
larger variances and therefore will more greatly influence the rotation (Manly, 1994), so
it might be beneficial to choose to use a correlation matrix when variances are
heterogeneous.
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Another type of orthogonal analysis is Principal Coordinates Analaysis (PCoA).
This method (also referred to as multi-dimensional scaling, MDS), by definition uses
dissimilarity matrices that describe the differences between subjects (or between focal
observations in this case), as opposed to matrices describing the relationships between
variables, as in PCA. The dissimilarity (or distance) matrix is squared and multiplied by 0.5, and double-centered. An eigenanalysis (SVD) is then performed on the resulting
matrix (Gower, 1966). This produces a matrix of eigenvectors, termed Principal
Coordinates (PCos) in this case, and eigenvalues. Just as in PCA, the eigenvalues indicate
the level of variation in the original data space that is accounted for by each PCo.
However, unlike in PCA, in PCoA, the number of dimensions is chosen a priori. Ideally,
PCoA creates a low dimensional data space in which the original relationship between
subjects is preserved well in few PCos. Like a PCA, PCoA is also a rigid rotation. In the
case of PCoA, the result preserves the distance between subjects as defined by the
dissimilarity metric used. If a Euclidean metric is used, the PCoA result will be identical
to that for a PCA on a covariance matrix.
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) is an ordination method that also
uses a distance metric as the basis of for its analysis. However, NMDS is not an
eigenanalysis like PCoA and PCA, nor is it a rigid rotation of the original data space.
Instead NMDS uses an algorithmic approach to find a solution in fewer dimensions that
best represents inter-subject distances using all variables. In order to do this, a first
configuration is chosen as a best guess representation of the data space in the number of
dimensions decided a priori (Manly, 1994). The orthogonal distances of the subjects to
the best-fit line of this configuration (disparities) are then used to measure the goodness
of fit of this configuration, using the following formula:
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!"#$!!  1 =   

(!!" − !!" )!

!!"

! !/!

where i is the subject, j is the point on the best-fit line orthogonal to i, and dij is the
distance between them. This process is then repeated, finding the STRESS for another
configuration. New configurations are chosen to represent the data space until the
STRESS converges.
The result of NMDS produces arbitrary axes, whereas PCoA and PCA produce
eigenvectors. Because NMDS is an algorithmic approach and not an eigenanalysis, it
does not produce solutions unique to the data matrix (Carroll & Arabie, 1998). Therefore,
the solutions produced may be different if the analysis is run multiple times on the same
data. However, in situations where the original data space has well-supported axes,
solutions should convey similar results.
Depending on the purpose of the ordination method, it may be beneficial to use all
dimensions of the ordination product needed to represent all variance in the original data
matrix. If NMDS is performed such that the number of dimensions is equal to all “real”
dimensions produced by PCoA, the two methods will produce exactly the same
representations of inter-subject dissimilarity (see goodness of fit description of NMDS;
Legendre and Legendre, 1998, p. 447). However, NMDS might be preferred for
similarity or dissimilarity measures that are neither true metrics or “semimetrics”, or if a
solution is sought that only requires a 2-3 dimensional ordination of values. NMDS
essentially adjusts the lower-dimensional representation of PCoA to ameliorate intersubject dissimilarities in higher dimensions. In higher dimensions this is unnecessary.
However, when lower-dimensional scaling is necessary in analysis, PCoA may not
produce as accurate a representation of the data space (Table B1). For my purposes,
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because my analyses relied on both lower and higher-dimensional representations, I
chose NMDS to ordinate the behavioral data set in my analysis.
I chose to use NMDS in analyzing my data set, though any ordination method
could be used. However, given the goals of the study, one method might be better at
representing the data than others. In essence, ordination methods are data transformation
methods. Just as variables can be transformed in multiple ways (e.g. log transformed,
linearly transformed, etc.) and certain transformations may be better for subsequent
analysis, for different data types different ordination methods might be preferred.
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Table B1. Measures of correlation between distance metrics and distances in 2-D
ordination representations. NMDS analysis and PCoA were conducting using a Jaccard
distance matrix. PCA used a correlation matrix. The first two vectors of resulting scores
for all ordination methods (NMDS, PCoA, and PCA) were then converted to a distance
matrix using Euclidean distance measures. The values in the table are correlation
coefficients of distances, comparing the resulting distance matrices from ordination
scores to each other as well as to Jaccard and Euclidean distance matrices of the original
behavior matrix. Low values, as found for PCA, indicate a poor two-dimensional
representation of the data space. The three italicized values allow comparison of the
three ordination methods with Jaccard dissimilarities.
NMDS
PCoA
Jaccard
PCA
Euclidean

NMDS
1.00
0.832
0.917
0.363
0.941

PCoA
1.00
0.812
0.361
0.826

Jaccard
1.00
0.373
0.957
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PCA
1.00
0.386

Euclidean
1.00

	
  
APPENDIX	
  C:	
  R	
  SCRIPT	
  
###########################################################
### Assess use of plasticity in determining personality ###
###########################################################
rm(list=ls())
### Get the data matrix ###
ele = read.csv(file.choose())
attach(ele)
behav = ele[,-(1:16)]
### Non-metric multi-dimensional scaling ###
library(vegan)
NMDS = metaMDS(behav, distance = "jaccard", k = 25)
nmds = as.matrix(NMDS$points)
nmds.orient = as.matrix(NMDS$species)
### ANOVA/MANOVA Function, modified from function provided by M. Collyer,
2013 ###
RRP = function(L){# L is a linear model
yh = as.matrix(fitted(L))
r = as.matrix(resid(L))
y = yh + r[sample(nrow(r)),]
y
}
SSE = function(L){# L is a linear model
r = as.matrix(resid(L))
S = t(r)%*%r
sse = sum(diag(S))
sse
}
pval = function(s){# s = sampling distribution
p = length(s)
r = rank(s)[1]-1
pv = 1-r/p
pv
}
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Pval.matrix = function(M,m){# m is a list of row/column names
P = matrix(0,dim(M)[1],dim(M)[2])
for(i in 1:dim(M)[1]){
for(j in 1:dim(M)[2]){
y = M[i,j,]
p = pval(y)
P[i,j] = p
}
}
diag(P) = 1
rownames(P) = colnames(P) = as.list(names(m))
P
}
print.matrix = function(m){ # m is a matrix
write.table(format(m, justify="right"),
row.names=F, col.names=F, quote=F)}
ANOVA = function(L1, L2, p=1000){ # should be two linear models; p = permutations
if(attr(L1,"class")[1] == "lm") r1 = L1$rank
if(attr(L2,"class")[1] == "lm") r2 = L2$rank
if(attr(L1,"class")[1] == "mlm") r1 = L1$rank
if(attr(L2,"class")[1] == "mlm") r2 = L2$rank
if(attr(L1,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") r1 = attr(logLik(L1),"df")
if(attr(L2,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") r2 = attr(logLik(L2),"df")
if(r1>r2) LF = L1; if(r1>r2) rf = r1
if(r1>r2) LR = L2; if(r1>r2) rr = r2
if(r2>r1) LF = L2; if(r2>r1) rf = r2
if(r2>r1) LR = L1; if(r2>r1) rr = r1
if(r1==r2) stop("Models have same df")
if(attr(L1,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") print("Warning: Using a randomization procedure
on mer class models might result in failed REML convergences")
if(attr(L2,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") print("Warning: Using a randomization procedure
on mer class models might result in failed REML convergences")
SSEF = SSE(LF)
SSER = SSE(LR)
Y = as.matrix(fitted(LF)+resid(LF))
LN = lm(Y~1)
SSy = SSE(LN)
R2 = (SSER-SSEF)/SSy
n = nrow(Y)
k = rf-rr
Fs = ((SSER-SSEF)/k)/(SSEF/(n-k-1))
result = c(SSEF, SSER-SSEF, R2, Fs)
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Lt = lm(LF, x = T)
X = Lt$x
for(i in 2:p){
Y = RRP(LR)
if(attr(LF,"class")[1] == "lm") Rr = resid(lm(Y~lm(LF,x = T)$x - 1))
if(attr(LF,"class")[1] == "mlm") Rr = resid(lm(Y~lm(LF,x = T)$x - 1))
if(attr(LF,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") Rr = resid(refit(LF,data.frame(Y)))
SSEFr = sum(diag(t(Rr)%*%Rr))
R2r = (SSER-SSEFr)/SSy
Fsr = ((SSER-SSEFr)/k)/(SSEFr/(n - k - 1))
result = rbind(result,c(SSEFr, SSER-SSEFr, R2r,Fsr))
print(noquote(c("permutation",i)))
}
print(noquote("Permutation procedure complete"))
print(noquote(""))
colnames(result)=c("SSE","SSM","R2","Fs")
sigd = nchar(p) - 1
anova.tab = c("model","df.error","SSE","SSM","MSM","R2","F","P")
anova.tab = rbind(anova.tab,c("Reduced",n - rr,round(SSER,sigd),"","","","",""))
anova.tab = rbind(anova.tab,c("Full",n - rf,round(c(SSEF,SSER-SSEF,(SSERSSEF)/k,R2,Fs),sigd),round(pval(result[,4]),nchar(p))))
t.plot = test.stat.plot(result[,4], stat = "Fs", obs = 1)
anova.head = c("Reduced Model:","Full Model:")
if(attr(LR,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") LRL = c(attr(LR,"call"))
if(attr(LR,"class")[1] == "lm") LRL = LR$call
if(attr(LR,"class")[1] == "mlm") LRL = LR$call
if(attr(LF,"class")[1] == "lmerMod") LFL = attr(LF,"call")
if(attr(LF,"class")[1] == "lm") LFL = LF$call
if(attr(LR,"class")[1] == "mlm") LFL = LF$call
print.matrix(cbind(anova.head,c(deparse(LRL),deparse(LFL))))
print.matrix("")
print.matrix(anova.tab)
anova.tab = anova.tab[,-1]
av.head = anova.tab[1,]
anova.tab = matrix(as.numeric(anova.tab[-1,]),2)
anova.tab = matrix(as.numeric(anova.tab),2)
colnames(anova.tab) = av.head
rownames(anova.tab) = c(deparse(LRL),deparse(LFL))
list("models" = c(deparse(LRL),deparse(LFL)),
"anova.table" = data.matrix(anova.tab),
"plot" = t.plot,"random.permutations" = result)
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}
test.stat.plot = function(R,stat = "test stat",obs = 1){
sigd = nchar(length(R)) - 1
R = as.vector(R)
o = R[obs]
m = max(R)
h = hist(R, freq = F, main = "", xlab = paste("random " ,stat), col="yellow",
breaks=50, xlim=c(0,1.2*m))
arrows(o, 0.95*max(h$density), o, 0, lwd = 2, col = 'blue')
text(o, max(h$density), paste("observed", stat, "=", round(o, sigd), "; Pr(>= observed)
=",round(1 - (rank(R)[1] - 1)/length(R),sigd)),cex = .6)
}
### Assess within-individual effect on behavior ###
fit.null = lm(nmds ~ 1)
fit.animal = lm(nmds ~ animal)
res.null = resid(fit.null)
res.animal = resid(fit.animal)
SSE.animal = sum(diag(t(res.animal)%*%res.animal))
SSY = sum(diag(t(res.null)%*%res.null))
n= nrow(nmds)
k = fit.animal$rank
Ind.stat = (SSE.animal/(n-k))/((SSY-SSE.animal)/(k-1))
MANOVA.1 = ANOVA(fit.null, fit.animal, p=1000)
SSE.r = MANOVA.1$random.permutations[,1]
ind.stat.r = (SSE.r/(n-k))/((SSY-SSE.r)/(k-1))
### Get the data in which individuals are observed at least 3 times ###
elephant=read.csv(file.choose())
detach(ele)
attach(elephant)
behaviors = elephant[,-(1:16)]
### Non-metric multidimensional scaling again ###
NMDS = metaMDS(behaviors, distance = "jaccard", k = 25)
nmds = as.matrix(NMDS$points)
### Create a matrix of means and dispersion values ###
mdc<-function(w){ # Mean Distance to Centroid function, modified from M. Collyer,
2013
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w=as.matrix(w)
w = scale(w,scale=F)
d.sum<-0
for(i in 1:(nrow(w))){
v<-w[i,]
dim(v)<-c(1,length(v))
d<-sqrt(v%*%t(v)) # this is the Euclidean distance of the residual to centroid
d.sum<-d.sum+d # this adds that distance to the progressive sum
}
m<-d.sum/nrow(w) # this calculates the mean of the sum of all distances
m
}
Means = aggregate(nmds, list(ANIMAL = animal), mean) # Centroid values
ani = factor(levels(as.factor(animal)))
MDC.x = numeric(length(ani))
Focal.Animal = NULL
Age = NULL
Stage = NULL
Matriarchy = NULL
Dam = NULL
Family = NULL
for(i in 1:length(ani)){
X = as.matrix(nmds[animal == ani[i],])
mdc.x = mdc(as.matrix(X))
MDC.x[i] = mdc.x
animal.x = animal[which(animal == ani[i])][1]
Focal.Animal[i] = as.character(animal.x)
Age[i] = age[which(animal == ani[i])][1]
stage.x = stage[which(animal == ani[i])][1]
Stage[i] = as.character(stage.x)
matriarchy.x = matriarchy[which(animal == ani[i])][1]
Matriarchy[i] = as.character(matriarchy.x)
dam.x = dam[which(animal == ani[i])][1]
Dam[i] = as.character(dam.x)
family.x = family[which(animal == ani[i])][1]
Family[i] = as.character(family.x)
print(i)
}
Dispersion=data.frame(Focal.Animal, Age, Stage, Matriarchy, Dam, Family, MDC.x,
Means[,-1]) # Matrix of dispersion scores and centroids for individual elephants
### Assess effects of plasticity and age on behavior
detach(elephant)
attach(Dispersion)
MEANS = as.matrix(Dispersion[,8:192]) #Create a matrix of Centroid measures
matriarchy = as.factor(Matriarchy)
fit.plast.1 = lm(MEANS~MDC.x) ### The effect of plasticity on centroid location
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fit.plast.2 = lm(MEANS~MDC.x*Age)
fit.1 = lm(MEANS~1) ### Null model
fit.2 = lm(MEANS~Age) ### Effect of Age on Centroid location
MANOVA.plast.1 = ANOVA(fit.1, fit.plast.1)
MANOVA.plast.age = ANOVA(fit.plast.1, fit.plast.2)
MANOVA.age = ANOVA(fit.1, fit.2)
######################################################
### Compare Angles between Orthoganal Trajectories ###
######################################################
### Compare trajectories for different age groups ###
rm(list = ls())
ele = read.csv(file.choose())
attach(ele)
behav = ele[,-(1:16)]
calf = behav[stage == "Calf",]
juvi = behav[stage == "Juvenile",]
pub = behav[stage == "Pubescent",]
adult = behav[stage == "Adult",]
### Remove invariant behaviors (if invariant in any stage) ###
# Modified from script provided by M. Collyer, 2013
TEST = cbind(apply(calf,2,sd),apply(juvi,2,sd),apply(pub,2,sd),apply(adult,2,sd)) # make
a "Test" matrix to find sd = 0
TEST = TEST/TEST # divide by values to produce NaN for sd=0
p = ncol(behav)
behav2 = NULL
behav.names = NULL
for(i in 1:p){# eliminate invariant behaviors
a = TEST[i,]
if(sum(na.omit(a))==4) behav2 = cbind(behav2,behav[,i])
if(sum(na.omit(a))==4) behav.names = cbind(behav.names,colnames(behav)[i])
}
colnames(behav2)=behav.names
behav = behav2
### NMDS with matrices of only invariant behaviors for age groups ###
library(vegan)
stage=as.factor(stage)
calf=behav[stage=="Calf",]
juvi=behav[stage=="Juvenile",]
pub=behav[stage=="Pubescent",]
adult=behav[stage=="Adult",]
NMDS.c = metaMDS(calf, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
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c = as.matrix(NMDS.c$points)
c.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.c$species)
vc = as.matrix(c.orient[,1])
NMDS.j = metaMDS(juvi, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
j = as.matrix(NMDS.j$points)
j.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.j$species)
vj = as.matrix(j.orient[,1])
NMDS.p = metaMDS(pub, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
p = as.matrix(NMDS.p$points)
p.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.p$species)
vp = as.matrix(p.orient[,1])
NMDS.a = metaMDS(adult, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
a = as.matrix(NMDS.a$points)
a.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.a$species)
va = as.matrix(a.orient[,1])
### Find the trajectory orientation for each vector ###
angle = function(v1,v2){ # Function provided by M. Collyer, 2013
v1 = matrix(v1)
v2 = matrix(v2)
d1 = sqrt(t(v1)%*%v1)
d2 = sqrt(t(v2)%*%v2)
v1 = v1%*%(1/d1)
v2 = v2%*%(1/d2)
v = t(v1)%*%(v2)
ang = acos(v)*180/pi
if(ang >= 90) ang = 180 - ang
ang
}
ang.cj = angle(vc, vj) # This gives the angles between vectors
ang.cp = angle(vc, vp)
ang.ca = angle(vc, va)
ang.jp = angle(vj, vp)
ang.ja = angle(vj, va)
ang.pa = angle(vp, va)
permute=999
result.cj=result.cp=result.ca=result.jp=result.ja=result.pa=numeric(permute+1)
result.cj[1]=ang.cj
result.cp[1]=ang.cp
result.ca[1]=ang.ca
result.jp[1]=ang.jp
result.ja[1]=ang.ja
result.pa[1]=ang.pa
for(i in 1:permute){
for(k in 1:1000){
behav.r = behav[sample(nrow(behav)),]
calf.r = behav.r[stage=="Calf",]
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juvi.r = behav.r[stage=="Juvenile",]
pub.r = behav.r[stage=="Pubescent",]
adult.r = behav.r[stage=="Adult",]
c = apply(calf.r,2,sd)
j = apply(juvi.r, 2, sd)
p = apply(pub.r,2,sd)
a = apply(adult.r,2,sd)
X = c(c,j,p,a)
n = length(X)
X = sum(na.omit(X/X))
if(X == n) break
print(k)
}
NMDS.c.r = metaMDS(calf.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
c.r = as.matrix(NMDS.c.r$points)
c.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.c.r$species)
vc.r = as.matrix(c.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.j.r = metaMDS(juvi.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
j.r = as.matrix(NMDS.j.r$points)
j.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.j.r$species)
vj.r = as.matrix(j.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.p.r = metaMDS(pub.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
p.r = as.matrix(NMDS.p.r$points)
p.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.p.r$species)
vp.r = as.matrix(p.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.a.r = metaMDS(adult.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
a.r = as.matrix(NMDS.a.r$points)
a.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.a.r$species)
va.r = as.matrix(a.orient.r[,1])
ang.cj.r = angle(vc.r,vj.r)
ang.cp.r = angle(vc.r,vp.r)
ang.ca.r = angle(vc.r,va.r)
ang.jp.r = angle(vj.r,vp.r)
ang.ja.r = angle(vj.r,va.r)
ang.pa.r = angle(vp.r,va.r)
result.cj[i+1] = ang.cj.r
result.cp[i+1] = ang.cp.r
result.ca[i+1] = ang.ca.r
result.jp[i+1] = ang.jp.r
result.ja[i+1] = ang.ja.r
result.pa[i+1] = ang.pa.r
}
P.value.cj = 1 - rank(result.cj)[1]/length(result.cj)
P.value.cp = 1 - rank(result.cp)[1]/length(result.cp)
P.value.ca = 1 - rank(result.ca)[1]/length(result.ca)
P.value.jp = 1 - rank(result.jp)[1]/length(result.jp)
P.value.ja = 1 - rank(result.ja)[1]/length(result.ja)
P.value.pa = 1 - rank(result.pa)[1]/length(result.pa)
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se.cj = sd(result.cj)
se.cp = sd(result.cp)
se.ca = sd(result.ca)
se.jp = sd(result.jp)
se.ja = sd(result.ja)
se.pa = sd(result.pa)
### Compare trajectories for different family groups ###
rm(list = ls())
ele = read.csv(file.choose())
attach(ele)
behav = ele[,-(1:16)]
### Remove invariant behaviors (if invariant in any family group) ###
family = as.factor(family)
fam.A = behav[family == "A",]
fam.B = behav[family == "B",]
fam.H = behav[family == "H",]
fam.L = behav[family == "L",]
fam.P = behav[family == "P",]
fam.R = behav[family == "R",]
TEST = cbind(apply(fam.A,2,sd), apply(fam.B,2,sd), apply(fam.H,2,sd),
apply(fam.L,2,sd), apply(fam.P,2,sd), apply(fam.R,2,sd))
TEST = TEST/TEST
p = ncol(behav)
behav2 = NULL
behav.names = NULL
for(i in 1:p){
a = TEST[i,]
if(sum(na.omit(a)) == 6) behav2 = cbind(behav2,behav[,i])
if(sum(na.omit(a)) == 6) behav.names = cbind(behav.names,colnames(behav)[i])
}
colnames(behav2) = behav.names
behav = behav2
### NMDS with matrices of only invariant behaviors for family groups ###
fam.A = behav[family == "A",]
fam.B = behav[family == "B",]
fam.H = behav[family == "H",]
fam.L = behav[family == "L",]
fam.P = behav[family == "P",]
fam.R = behav[family == "R",]
NMDS.A = metaMDS(fam.A, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
A = as.matrix(NMDS.A$points)
A.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.A$species)
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vA = as.matrix(A.orient[,1])
NMDS.B = metaMDS(fam.B, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
B = as.matrix(NMDS.B$points)
B.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.B$species)
vB = as.matrix(B.orient[,1])
NMDS.H = metaMDS(fam.H, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
H = as.matrix(NMDS.H$points)
H.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.H$species)
vH = as.matrix(H.orient[,1])
NMDS.L = metaMDS(fam.L, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
L = as.matrix(NMDS.L$points)
L.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.L$species)
vL = as.matrix(L.orient[,1])
NMDS.P = metaMDS(fam.P, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
P = as.matrix(NMDS.P$points)
P.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.P$species)
vP = as.matrix(P.orient[,1])
NMDS.R = metaMDS(fam.R, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
R = as.matrix(NMDS.R$points)
R.orient = as.matrix(NMDS.R$species)
vR = as.matrix(R.orient[,1])
### Find the trajectory orientation for each vector ###
angle = function(v1,v2){ # Function provided by M. Collyer, 2013
v1 = matrix(v1)
v2 = matrix(v2)
d1 = sqrt(t(v1)%*%v1)
d2 = sqrt(t(v2)%*%v2)
v1 = v1%*%(1/d1)
v2 = v2%*%(1/d2)
v = t(v1)%*%(v2)
ang = acos(v)*180/pi
if(ang >= 90) ang = 180 - ang
ang
}
ang.AB = angle(vA, vB)
ang.AH = angle(vA, vH)
ang.AL = angle(vA, vL)
ang.AP = angle(vA, vP)
ang.AR = angle(vA, vR)
ang.BH = angle(vB, vH)
ang.BL = angle(vB, vL)
ang.BP = angle(vB, vP)
ang.BR = angle(vB, vR)
ang.HL = angle(vH, vL)
ang.HP = angle(vH, vP)
ang.HR = angle(vH, vR)
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ang.LP = angle(vL, vP)
ang.LR = angle(vL, vR)
ang.PR = angle(vP, vR)
permute = 999
result.AB = result.AH = result.AL = result.AP = result.AR = result.BH = result.BL =
result.BP = result.BR = result.HL = result.HP = result.HR = result.LP = result.LR =
result.PR = numeric(permute+1)
result.AB[1] = ang.AB
result.AH[1] = ang.AH
result.AL[1] = ang.AL
result.AP[1] = ang.AP
result.AR[1] = ang.AR
result.BH[1] = ang.BH
result.BL[1] = ang.BL
result.BP[1] = ang.BP
result.BR[1] = ang.BR
result.HL[1] = ang.HL
result.HP[1] = ang.HP
result.HR[1] = ang.HR
result.LP[1] = ang.LP
result.LR[1] = ang.LR
result.PR[1] = ang.PR
for(i in 1:permute){
for(k in 1:1000){
behav.r = behav[sample(nrow(behav)),]
fam.A.r = behav.r[family == "A",]
fam.B.r = behav.r[family == "B",]
fam.H.r = behav.r[family == "H",]
fam.L.r = behav.r[family == "L",]
fam.P.r = behav.r[family == "P",]
fam.R.r = behav.r[family == "R",]
A = apply(fam.A.r,2,sd)
B = apply(fam.B.r,2,sd)
H = apply(fam.H.r,2,sd)
L = apply(fam.L.r,2,sd)
P = apply(fam.P.r,2,sd)
R = apply(fam.R.r,2,sd)
X = c(A,B,H,L,P,R)
n = length(X)
X = sum(na.omit(X/X))
if(X == n) break
print(k)
}
NMDS.A.r = metaMDS(fam.A.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
A.r = as.matrix(NMDS.A.r$points)
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A.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.A.r$species)
vA.r = as.matrix(A.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.B.r = metaMDS(fam.B.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
B.r = as.matrix(NMDS.B.r$points)
B.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.B.r$species)
vB.r = as.matrix(B.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.H.r = metaMDS(fam.H.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
H.r = as.matrix(NMDS.H.r$points)
H.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.H.r$species)
vH.r = as.matrix(H.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.L.r = metaMDS(fam.L.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
L.r = as.matrix(NMDS.L.r$points)
L.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.L.r$species)
vL.r = as.matrix(L.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.P.r = metaMDS(fam.P.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
P.r = as.matrix(NMDS.P.r$points)
P.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.P.r$species)
vP.r = as.matrix(P.orient.r[,1])
NMDS.R.r = metaMDS(fam.R.r, distance = "jaccard", k = 2)
R.r = as.matrix(NMDS.R.r$points)
R.orient.r = as.matrix(NMDS.R.r$species)
vR.r = as.matrix(R.orient.r[,1])
ang.AB.r = angle(vA.r, vB.r)
ang.AH.r = angle(vA.r, vH.r)
ang.AL.r = angle(vA.r, vL.r)
ang.AP.r = angle(vA.r, vP.r)
ang.AR.r = angle(vA.r, vR.r)
ang.BH.r = angle(vB.r, vH.r)
ang.BL.r = angle(vB.r, vL.r)
ang.BP.r = angle(vB.r, vP.r)
ang.BR.r = angle(vB.r, vR.r)
ang.HL.r = angle(vH.r, vL.r)
ang.HP.r = angle(vH.r, vP.r)
ang.HR.r = angle(vH.r, vR.r)
ang.LP.r = angle(vL.r, vP.r)
ang.LR.r = angle(vL.r, vR.r)
ang.PR.r = angle(vP.r, vR.r)
result.AB[i+1] = ang.AB.r
result.AH[i+1] = ang.AH.r
result.AL[i+1] = ang.AL.r
result.AP[i+1] = ang.AP.r
result.AR[i+1] = ang.AR.r
result.BH[i+1] = ang.BH.r
result.BL[i+1] = ang.BL.r
result.BP[i+1] = ang.BP.r
result.BR[i+1] = ang.BR.r
result.HL[i+1] = ang.HL.r
result.HP[i+1] = ang.HP.r
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result.HR[i+1] = ang.HR.r
result.LP[i+1] = ang.LP.r
result.LR[i+1] = ang.LR.r
result.PR[i+1] = ang.PR.r
}
P.value.AB = 1 - rank(result.AB)[1]/length(result.AB)
P.value.AH = 1 - rank(result.AH)[1]/length(result.AH)
P.value.AL = 1 - rank(result.AL)[1]/length(result.AL)
P.value.AP = 1 - rank(result.AP)[1]/length(result.AP)
P.value.AR = 1 - rank(result.AR)[1]/length(result.AR)
P.value.BH = 1 - rank(result.BH)[1]/length(result.BH)
P.value.BL = 1 - rank(result.BL)[1]/length(result.BL)
P.value.BP = 1 - rank(result.BP)[1]/length(result.BP)
P.value.BR = 1 - rank(result.BR)[1]/length(result.BR)
P.value.HL = 1 - rank(result.HL)[1]/length(result.HL)
P.value.HP = 1 - rank(result.HP)[1]/length(result.HP)
P.value.HR = 1 - rank(result.HR)[1]/length(result.HR)
P.value.LP = 1 - rank(result.LP)[1]/length(result.LP)
P.value.LR = 1 - rank(result.LR)[1]/length(result.LR)
P.value.PR = 1 - rank(result.PR)[1]/length(result.PR)
se.AB = sd(result.AB)
se.AH = sd(result.AH)
se.AL = sd(result.AL)
se.AP = sd(result.AP)
se.AR = sd(result.AR)
se.BH = sd(result.BH)
se.BL = sd(result.BL)
se.BP = sd(result.BP)
se.BR = sd(result.BR)
se.HL = sd(result.HL)
se.HP = sd(result.HP)
se.HR = sd(result.HR)
se.LP = sd(result.LP)
se.LR = sd(result.LR)
se.PR = sd(result.PR)
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